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Welcome to the Society 










• Introduction to Society and 
Learning and RPAs
> Researcher slides block 1
• Hear from the research leads 
and working groups
> Researcher slides block 2
• Additional support, Q & A, and 
ideas!





A university structure to help organise and 
support research
Each contains a few subject 
communities/research areas
These constituent parts might eventually for 
REF units of submission
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REF units of submission
REF is the way that the UK government 
apportions research income to universities
A 4-5 year cycle of research, impact, 
income, and environment
Generates annual income for the 
university they reapportion through RPAs 
and UoAs









Jon Hobson & Kenny Lynch
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UoA 23 Education Research 
Themes
Dr Adeela Shafi & Dr Paul Vare
UoA23 comes under the RPA theme of 
‘Education, Children, Young People, and Families’
Within this we have specific research themes which 
reflect the research interests of our subject community:
1. Education for sustainable development
2. Engaging marginalised groups with education
3. Young People & Families
4. Pedagogic & Curricular Research
18
1. Education for sustainable development
There is no shortage of evidence to show the 
array of interconnected social and 
environmental challenges facing society, from 
biodiversity loss to gross inequality to climate 
change.
Given that education tends to reflect the 
society it serves, there is an urgent need to 
change education itself in order to help us 
achieve a more sustainable world. What such 
a change might look like is the focus of this 
thematic area.
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2. Engaging marginalised 
groups in the education 
process
This theme focuses on the education 
of marginalised young people who 
may be in the youth justice system. 
We explore the ways in which these 
young people can be re-engaged with 
education and learning.
The emphasis is on understanding 
the challenges for them and how 
these may be addressed or overcome 
in and through education.
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3. Young people and families
This research theme employs multi-disciplinary 
research in order to engage in principle 
encounters with young people and their 
families.
This work necessitates a multi-professional 
approach through which the interaction 
between families, young people and services 
can be explored.
Mobile families, post-separation families, 
shared time parenting, nurture groups and an 
understanding of the factors that reduce 




4. Pedagogic and curricular 
research
In line with the University strategy our purpose in 
learning and teaching is to nurture in students and 
staff, the pursuit of community and personal 
transformation.
We believe engendering a passion for learning and 
subject expertise will enable our students to 
develop as critical thinkers, who are engaged, 
enquiring, empowered, empathetic and ethical 
citizens.
Pedagogic and curricular research emerges as a 
key as a key aspect of our purpose, values and 
mission in relation to our students.​
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Early Career Researcher network: 
• Dr Mouhamed Thiam - mthiam@glos.ac.uk
• @Mouhamedthiam
Early Career RPA representative
• Dr Louise Folkes – lfolkes@glos.ac.uk
Early Career UoA/team representatives






Researcher presentations group 3 
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